
Elder Tobacco 

Peterson Tobacco 

 

Sweet Killarney 

A unique mixture of selected tobaccos including Virginia Burley, Maryland blended with some 

Black Cavendish and topped with a Cream Caramel flavor. To make this wonderful tobacco even 

more attractive, it is blended with hand-rubbed Virginia Flake which results in a fantastic aroma. 

 

Connsoisseur's Choice 

A satisfying, spicy and aromatic blend of Black Cavendish. Golden & Red Virginia, mixed with 

luxury broken flake. The aromatic recipe of Tropical fruit, Vanilla & Rum make this blend 

smooth and very pleasant. 

 

De Luxe Mixture 

This Black Cavendish Aromatic is a selection of matured Virginia tobaccos from Brazil and 

Africa blended with a loose cut mellow Black Cavendish. A tasteful flavour consisting of 

Vanilla, Walnut & Honey has been added. 

 

Old Dublin 

A supreme style of smoking mixture based on the renowned cool smoky aroma of Cyprus Latika. 

Added are selected Golden Virginia with aromatic Black Cavendish and sweet Greek Oriental 

Basma Grades. 

 

Sherlock Holmes 

This mixture is made from an old Irish recipe dating back to 1880 and is one of the finest 

tobaccos smoked in the time of Sherlock Holmes. 

 

Irish Whiskey 

Various selected Virginia leaf, Kentucky Fired, Indian Cured and Aromatic Thailand Burley are 

added to the blend as well as a light spray of Irish Whiskey essence. 

 



Gold Blend 

Gold Blend is a considered mix of Jet Black Cavendish, bright and dark Virginias and fragrant 

Burley. In addition, there is an extremely pleasant note of Hickory Nut and Vanilla, while a 

touch of Cinnamon is added to ensure that Gold Blend is a unique smoking experience. 

 

Sunset Breeze 

This excellent mixture is a blend of first choice Virginia, Burley and Black Cavendish. A 

promise for a unique smoking experience which is crowned by a wonderful Amaretto aroma that 

also gives enjoyment to the smokers surroundings. 

 

University Flake 

This blend, based on Virginia grades, is mixed with Mahogany, brown and orange Virginia and 

sun cured leaf from India. This style of tobacco is ideal to be smoked out of doors and in any 

type of weather. 

 

Irish Flake 

A full-bodied blend made of equal proportions air-cured, flue cured and dark fired. True to the 

pure, unspoilt tobacco taste. Recommended for the experienced pipe smoker. 

 

3P’s  

Not for the faint-hearted, Peterson 3 P's pipe tobacco pulls from all over the world to make the 

perfect blend for a high-strength fan. Virginia from Africa and Brazil meets Burley from Malawi 

with little flavoring and a naturally fruity finish. 

 

  

Balkan Mixture 

For Gawith, Hoggarth & Co's Balkan Mixture, the finest flue and sun-cured Virginia, dark Indian 

air-cured, and Latakia are expertly blended with Latakia to give the smoker a unique taste and 

aroma 

  

  



Hyde Park 

Peterson's Hyde Park is a traditional British blend of bright and dark fired Virginias, sun-cured 

Indian and Burley tobaccos. This luxurious smoking experience is achieved by the addition of 

rum and maple sugars to pressed mahogany tobacco. 

  

Irish Cask 

Peterson's Irish Cask, formerly Irish Oak, is a rich blend of Cavendish, Zimbabwean, Orange, 

Thailand Burley & Black Perique, matured in Oak Sherry Barrels. 

  

Nutty Cut 

Peterson Nutty Cut is made of a melange of Virginias, from gold to brown, along with rich 

Burley and soft black Cavendish. To finish the mixture, essences of zesty rum, sweet coconut, 

and macadamia nuts are added for a wonderful room note and lightly-sweet flavor. Nutty Cut is 

an aromatic that's always smooth and relaxing. 


